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WRIGHT STATE UNIVERSITY
Official Proceedings of the
Fourth Meeting of the Board of Trustees
February 13, 1968

I.

CALL TO ORDER
The Board of Trustees met on Tuesday, February 13, 1968, at
1 :25 P. M. , in Fawcett Hall, Wright State University, Dayton, Ohio.
The meeting was called to order by Chairman Oelman. The
Secretary called the roll:

IL

Present:

Edgar E. Hardy
James M. Cox, Jr.
Harry P. Jeffrey
George W. Lucas
John E. Keto
Robert S. Oelman

Absent:

Theodore F. Olt
Eugene W. Kettering
Mike M. Liskany

PROOF OF NOTICE
The Chair man noted that the meeting had been properly called
by written notification and that a quorum was present.

III.

MINUTES
Without objection, the Minutes of the preceding meeting were
approved.

IV.

REPORT OF THE CHAIRMAN
The Chairman announced that two of the Board members had
A.
been ill and that on behalf of the Board letters wishing them a speedy
recovery had been sent.
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B.
The Chairman presented the following resolution thanking the
Chamber of Commerce for their presentation of Wright State Uni
versity faculty and administrative staff to the Dayton community:
RESOLUTION 68-34
WHEREAS, the Dayton Area Chamber of Commerce and its
membership did most graciously host the Wright State University
Faculty, Administrative Staff, and members of this Board of Trust
ees at a reception and dinner on January 25, 1968; and
WHEREAS, this occasion immeasurably enhanced town- gown
relationships, as well as provided unprecedented opportunity for
communication between the civic and the academic communities;
therefore be it
RESOLVED that this Board of Trustees, on behalf of the
entire University, expresses its sincere appreciation for this out
standing welcome of Wright State into the Dayton Community; and
be it further
RESOLVED that the Secretary be directed to forward a copy
of this resolution to Mr. Robert Margolis, President of the Dayton
Area Cham.her of Commerce.
Mr. Jeffrey moved the adoption of the resolution.
The motion was seconded by Dr. Keto and unanimously
adopted.
V.

COMMITTEE REPORTS
The Chairman called for committee reports.
As Chairman of the Academic Affairs Committee, Dr. Hardy
presented the Statement of Purpose of Wright State University, as
follows:
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STATEMENT OF PURPOSE
WRIGHT ST ATE UNIVERSITY

The chief purposes of Wright State University shall be the achieve
ment of excellence in teaching, the achievement of substantial contribu
tions to human knowledge, the achievement of major service to the larger
community, and the maintenance of a free and cosmopolitan environment
for the work toward such achievements.
TEACHING
The teaching program of the University shall reflect valid knowledge
from the past, and also explore knowledge at its frontier, where validity
is not yet firmly established.
The University shall pursue that ideal relationship between teacher
and student, where each learns from the other; where the student is led
outward to his highest level of motivation and understanding; and, where
the teacher is bound by his own growing knowledge to a continuous revision
of the content of instruction.
The student shall be exposed to a variety of academic disciplines and
the exploration of areas of knowledge other than those lying within his pro
fessional studies. The University shall make opportunities available for
the student to live and work with others and to know cultures other than his
own.
The University shall make intensive efforts to assist each student,
with proper reference to his gifts or lack thereof, to achieve his maximum
self-fulfillment, his greatest value as a member of society, and the high
est quality of life of which he is capable. The University shall accept the
obligation to assist and motivate each student in his field of career study
to the end that he shall be able to compete with the graduates of any univer
sity in graduate study or in the earning of a livelihood in a changing and
complex economy.
The University shall hold the years of study in residence to be only
a beginning of the learning process, and shall seek to maintain in its pro
fessional community and its student body a consciousness of learning as
a continuing process through life. To this end the University shall place
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no less emphasis upon excellence in adult education than upon excellence
in the teaching program for degree candidates.
The University shall pursue the foremost knowledge of teaching
methodology and be a place of study and experimentation in this field.
The University will innovate to the end that more be learned at lower ·
cost in wealth and human effort; but shall seek always to maintain the
smaU!-university environment, wherein the gifts of outstanding teachers
can be known and cherished by the students in a context of personal re
lationships.
RESEARCH

The University shall actively foster the advancement of learning in
each of its academic disciplines andallDng them. The University shall
encourage the search for truth in all its fields, being no less concerned
with new discovery in the arts and the humanities, than in the sciences.
The University shall perform research at its various levels, and
will on occasion perform research as a service to the larger commun
ity. No test of practicability shall be imposed upon scholarship, how
ever, and the search for basic truth for its own sake shall not be subor
dinated to research for the near-range purposes of the larger community.
The University shall foster interdisciplinary research. While a
degree of academic specialization shall be deemed necessary and proper,
special effort will be made to encourage the scholar distinguished in more
than one discipline and encourage joint achievement among the disciplines.
The University shall encourage and :reward clarity of mind, creativ
ity and objectivity of outlook, love of truth and discovery~ and persistence
to completion of undertakings. Openness of _mind shall be honored. The
University shall provide incentives for its students and professional mem
bers to explore new paths, as well as established methodologies, in their
pursuit of knowledge. To this end study and advancement of research
methodology shall be encouraged in the various disciplines.
SERVICE

The University, as a public and predominantly urban university,
shall be especially cognizant of the American university's tradition of
public service.
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Within a framework of excellence in teaching and research, the
University shall be responsive to the needs of the Miami Valley, the
State of Ohio, and the region. To the extent feasible and compatible
with commitments in teaching and basic research, the University shall
lend its human resources, its recorded learning, its techniques, its
equipment, and its physical resources, to the solution of human prob
lems in the larger community.
In recognition of its founding by and among the people of a metro
politan area, the University shall make special efforts to lend substan
tial service in the field of urban life, problems, and potentialities.
The University shall seek distinction as a center of knowledge
and culture in its region of service. Intellectual activity and visual
and performing arts shall be presented to the public, who shall be made
welcome on th is campus, and be recognized at all times as the owners
of this University.
THE UNIVERSITY ENVIRONMENT
In the interest of achievement in the fields of teaching, research
and service, the University shall support the freedom of each individual
within the University to inquire into any subject, learn the truth about it,
and express conclusions of such inquiry without interference. Such
freedom shall be limited only by consideration of the equally important
rights of others.
As befits a public university established in a metropolitan area
during the latter half of the twentieth century, this University shall
actively seek a cosmopolitan membership in its faculty, staff, and
student body. It shall draw to itself and benefit from the participation
of persons of varied race, culture, experience, and national background.
Never shall the University cause any person to suffer disadvantage be
cause of race, color, religion, national origin, or ancestry.
In keeping with its cosmopolitan character, the University shall
aggressively maintain its identity as a general university and review its
programs continuously, in order to guarantee that no discipline or field
of specialization shall unduly dominate its total endeavor.
The University recognizes that its purpose and its desired environ
ment, as hereinbefore described, are attainable only insofar as the
people of the University aspire to them and actively seek them. To this
end the University shall inculcate among all its members a sense of
honor, professional pride, and mutual good faith.
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Rev. Lucas moved the adoption of the Statement of Purpose.
The motion was seconded by Mr. Cox and unanimously adopted.

VI.

PRESIDENT'S REPORT
A. Faculty Benefits During Leave of Absence without Pay.
Dr. Golding recommended the adoption of a resolution establish
ing the granting of fringe benefits to faculty members on leave of
absence without pay.
Dr. Keto questioned the length of time of most leaves of absence.
Dr. Golding replied that duration varied from one week to two years,
with most occurring for a period of one year or less.
Mr. Jeffrey moved the adoption of the following resolution:
RESOLUTION 68-35
BE IT RESOLVED that Wright State University shall not contri
bute to the State Teachers Retirement System on behalf of a faculty
member who is on authorized leave of absence without pay; and be it
further
RESOLVED that Wright State University shall continue to pro
vide the benefit of major medical and accidental death and dismem
berment insurance for such faculty members who are on authorized
leaves of absence.

The motion was seconded by Dr. Hardy and unanimously adopted.
B.

Waiver of Fees for Students with Extreme Financial and Physical
Handicaps.

Dr. Golding recommended the adoption of a resolution granting
the President the discretion of waiving fees for any student having
an extreme financial and physical handicap.
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Mr. Cox moved the adoption of the following resolution:
RESOLITTION 68-36
BE IT RESOLVED that at his discretion the President may
waive part or all fees and charges assessed against any student
with an extreme physical and financial handicap, who in all
probability would not be able to attend without the waiver of
fees and charges :
The motion was seconded by Dr. Keto and unanimously
adopted.
C.

Intercollegiate Athletics.

Dr. Golding presented the Report and Proposal on Intercol
legiate Athletics, recommended by the Academic Council, as
follows:
INTERCOLLEGIATE ATHLETICS 
REPORT AND PROPOSAL OF THE
ACADEMIC COUNCIL
The Academic Council recommends that:
1.

Wright State University have the following philosophy on inter
collegiate athletics:
Wright State University will support a well regulated pro
gram of intercollegiate athletics; one that is separate from,
but cooperates closely with the intramural program and any
physical education program which may be established. The
athletic program should play the role of a builder of an esprit
de corps for students, faculty, and the university community
in addition to furthering development of physical skills. A
common spirit existing among members of the school inspires
an enthusiasm and devotion especially needed on a campus
which has a significant number of commuter students.
Intercollegiate athletic activities must necessarily remain
supplementary and complementary to the essentially academic
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purpose of a university. Therefore, all recruitment for the
athletic program rrust be based upon scholarship as well as
athletic ability. The intercollegiate athletic program should
be administered and regulated apart from the intramural
program and any physical education program. This does not
suggest these programs are unrelated, for all three have a
common goal - - a healthy body, mind, and spirit.
Competition should always be found on a level which
would present a challenge to the program, but it should never
create disinterest or frustration. Changes in ability and
scope of the total athletic program over the years will require
a continuous evaluation of the entire program on a regular
basis.
The greater Dayton community has supported the develop
ment of Wright State University most generously by providing
effort, interest, and financial contributions. Thus, an inter
collegiate athletic program should be designed to perpetuate
and to strengthen these present community relationships while
creating additional ones.
Wright State University needs to build and foster good re
lations with other public and private institutions of higher ed
ucation in this area and beyond. A sound intercollegiate
athletic program should function to enhance this process of
development and insure a high quality relationship with other
institutions, reducing the length of time needed for these as
sociations to mature.
2.

Wright State University establish an Athletic Council with the
following structure and responsibility:
In the interest of insuring faculty direction of a proposed
program of intercollegiate athletics at Wright State University,
it is proposed that considerable authority be vested in a Wright
State University Athletic Council.
The Position of the Wright State University Athletic Council:
The Athletic Council shall be responsible directly to the
President.
Membership in the Athletic Council: It is suggested that the
Athletic Council shall consist of the following eight members:
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The Athletic Director
A representative of the Administration to be appointed by the
President
Two representatives of the student body to be selected by
the Student Senate
A faculty member representing the Division of Liberal Arts
A faculty member representing the Division of Science and
Engineering
A faculty member representing the Division of Business Ad
ministration
A faculty member representing the Division of Education
(1) The Athletic Director shall serve continuously on the
council.
(2) The representative of the Administration shall serve for
an indefinite term (at the pleasure of the President).
(3) The representative of the student body shall serve for a
term of one year unless re-selected for a second year
by the Student Senate.
(4) The faculty members representing the four divisions
shall serve terms of four years (with the exception that
the composition of the initial Athletic Council shall find
the representative of the Division of Education beginning
a one-year term, the representative of the Division of
Science and Engineering beginning a two-year term, the
the representative of the Division of Business Administra
tion beginning a three-year term, and the representative
of the Division of Liberal Arts beginning a four-year termi
All subsequent elections of faculty representatives shall
be for terms of four years. The differing terms of faculty
members in the composition of the first council is to ef
fect a staggering of elections so that only one faculty mem
ber will leave the council in any one year.
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(5) The procedure for election of the faculty representatives
shall be as follows: The Dean of each division shall nom
inate from the ranks of his division's full-time faculty at
least two persons. The faculty members of that division
shall vote for one of those nominated from the division,
and the person with the greatest number of votes shall be
elected.
(6) As other colleges or divisions (with faculty) are formed
within the university, these new colleges or divisions
shall be permitted to select a representative to the Ath
letic Council using the same procedure as the present
divisions.
(7) It shall be the responsibility of the members of the Ath
letic Council to choose a chairman from the members of
the Council.
(8) It shall be the responsibility of the Athletic Council to de
velop the By- laws which shall govern it.
(9) It is suggested that, when possible, meetings of the Athletic
Council shall be open to faculty, students, and members of
the Administration.
(10) The Athletic Council shall have the responsibility of period
ically re- examining its structure.
Areas of Responsibility of the W. S. U. Athletic Council:
(The fallowing are suggested as guidelines for the activities of
the Athletic Council. )
(1) The Athletic Council shall interview and screen all candi
dates for coaching positions and make recommendations
to the President regarding all such candidates.
(2) The Athletic Council shall review all applicants for grants
in-aid and shall recommend the approval or disapproval of
such gr ants .
(3) The Athletic Council shall work with the Athletic Director
in developing and arranging all athletic schedules and in
any and all post-season participation.
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(4) The Athletic Council shall determine the requirements
for academic eligibility for participation in int ercolle
giate athletics at Wright State University, subject to the
approval of the Academic Council.
(5) The Athletic Council shall review the budget for the inter
collegiate athletic program as submitted by the Athletic
Director.
(6) The Athletic Council shal 1 develop and administer broad
policies relating to the intercollegiate athletic program.
Dr. Golding recommended the adoption of this policy by the
Board of Trustees with the addition of the following paragraph:
"3. The Athletic Council may, from time to time, propose that
the University enter into intercollegiate competition in par
ticular sports. Each such proposal shall be submitted to the
President for his information, and shall be transmitted by
him to the Board of Trustees with his comments. The Univer
sity shall enter into intercollegiate competition, in any partic
ular sport, only after specific approval by the Board of
Trustees. "
Rev. Lucas moved the adoption of this policy with the amend
ment as suggested by Dr. Golding.
The motion was seconded by Mr. Cox and unanimously adopted.
D.

Promotion of a Faculty Member.

Dr. Golding recommended the promotion of Dr. Riaz Hassan
to the rank of Assistant Professor, retroactive to January 1, 1968.
Dr. Hardy so moved.
The motion was seconded by Mr. Cox and unanimously adopted.
E.

Library - Learntng Center.

Dr. Golding reported on the status of the proposed State Bond
Issue and the inclusion therein of $4 million for the first phase of
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the Learning Center. Dr. Golding proposed that he assemble a
small advisory committee to assist in the preparations of plans
for the Learning Center and to retain such consultants as may
be necessary.
Without objection, the Board informally concurred.
Dr. Keto inquired about the availability of federal funds for
the construction of the library. Dr. Golding replied that every
possibility was being explored.
F.

Adoption of a University Seal.

Dr. Golding presented the recommendations of committees
organized to design a seal for the University. Three designs
were submitted and circulated.
Mr. Oelman suggested that the Board accept the designs and
take the matter under advisement, with the possibility that a de
cision might be made on the basis of a mail and phone poll of
Board members.
Without objection, Mr. Oelman's suggestion was accepted.
G.

Appointment of a Security Policeman.

Dr. Golding recommended the adoption of a resolution appoint
ing a new member of the Security Policy Force.
Mr. Cox moved the adoption of the following resolution:
RESOLUTION 68-37
BE IT RESOLVED that the following person be appointed to
the position of Special Policeman:
Jerome D. Pietras
and be it further
RESOLVED that such Special Policeman shall take an oath of
office, shall wear the badge of office, and shall give bond in the
amount of one thousand dollars to the State for the proper and faith
ful discharge of his duties; and be it further
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RESOLVED that uniforms and equipment shall be as speci
fied by the University President.

The motion was seconded by Rev. Lucas and unanimously
adopted.

H.

Financing of the University Center.

Mr. White explained the necessity for the adoption of three
resolutions to permit Wright State University to assume the re
sponsibility for financing the University Center and recom
mended the adoption of the thrre resolutions plus a financial
statement signed by the Business Manager.

Dr. Hardy moved the adoption of the following resolution:
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RESOLUTION 68-38
Bond Resolution: Providing for the issuance of $1, 075, 000 Wright
State University Student F cicilities Revenue Bonds of 1969 for the
purpose of constructing and equipping a Student Activity Center
building.
WHEREAS, the Board of Trustees of Wright State University (herein
called the Board) is vested with the government of Wright State University
(herein called the University, or, when the context admits, collectively with
the Board called the University) by Chapter 3352 of the Revised Code of Ohio;
and
WHEREAS, by authority of Section 3345. 11 of the Revised Code of
Ohio, the Board is authorized to acquire by purchase, lease, or otherwise,
and to construct, equip, maintain, renovate, repair, improve, or remodel
and operate and to lease to or from others, buildings, structures, or facil
ities and sites tl-ere:br and related equipment within or in close proximity
to the campus of the University to be used for or in connection with athletic
purposes, student activity centers, faculty centers, dining halls, book
stores, auditoriums, parking of motor vehicles, hospital, medical and
health facilities, continuing education facilities, and contract research facil
ities; and, for the purpose of paying the costs thereof, or of any part tl:e reof,
or the repayment of any loans obtained for such purposes, to use any funds
in its possession not otherwise obligated, revenues derived from athletic
events, and from the operation or leasing of such activity centers, faculty
centers, dining halls, bookstores, auditoriums, parking facilities, hospital,
medical and health facilities, continuing educatia1 facilities and contract
research facilities, including but not limited to such portions of student
activity fees charged and paid for such purposes, any other revenues or
receipts derived or to be derived from the operation or leasing of such
structures, buildings, facilities and equiment; and for the purpose of pay
ing all or part of such costs the Board is further authorized thereby to issue
and sell bonds, notes or other written instruments evidencing such indebted
ness, provided that such obligations shall not be a claim against or lien upon
any property of the State of Ohio or any property of or under the control of
said Board excepting such parts of the revenues or receipts derived from the
operation or leasing of such structures, buildings, facilities, equipment or
sites and any portion of the fees assessed or to be assessed for the purposes
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of such acquisition, construction, equipment, renovation, repair, improve
ment or remodeling or for the use of such structures, buildings, facilities,
equipment or sites or any portion of the receipts from athletic events or
from other sources not otherwise obligated which the Board may pledge to
secure the payment of such obligations; and by authority of said Section
3345.11 the Board is also authorized to issue such bonds, notes or other
obligations payable as aforesaid in order to retire or refund outstanding
notes or other obligations matured or unmatured, to repay moneys previ
ously borrowed or advanced under said section or to reimburse funds of the
University for amounts used under said Section 3345. 11; and
WHEREAS, the University has determined to construct, equip and
remodel buildings and facilities to be used for and in connection with a
student activity center, bookstore and dining halls within the campus of the
University (the said buildings and facilities, together with all facilities in
cidental or related thereto, being herein called the Project), to provide for
the issuance of Student Facilities Revenue Bonds of 1969 (herein called the
Project Bonds) to pay Project Costs, defined within, and repay or reimburse
notes, borrowings and advances, issued, made or received to pay Project
Costs, to provide for the issuance of additional bonds (herein called Addi
tional Bonds) as from time to time authorized subject to the conditions con
tained in this resolution and the below mentioned Trust Agreement on a
parity with the Project Bonds (the Project Bonds and such Additional Bonds
from time to time outstanding being herein collectively called the Bonds),
to provide for the pledging, application and disposition of the Pledged Re
ceipts herein identified, and to provide for the execution and delivery of a
Trust Agreement (herein called the Trust Agreement) to secure the Bonds;
and
WHEREAS, the University has not pledged or encumbered the
Pledged Receipts except as provided herein and except as the same may be
pledged to secure the payment of notes, issued for the interim constructbn
financing of the Project, which notes are to be retired from the proceeds
of the Project Bonds, and which security shall be expressly subordinated to
the pledge herein provided; and
WHEREAS, the Project is to be constructed pursuant to plans pre
pared by qualified architects and engineers, and approved by the Department
of Public Works of Ohio; and
WHEREAS, the University has received estimates from said archi
tects based upon contracts let, and, accordingly, estimates the costs of
constructing and equipping the Project, including, witlnut implied limitation,
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construction, equipment, site improvements, engineering, legal and ad
ministrative expenses, and any costs necessary to placing the Project in
operation, together with provisions or contingencies, at $1, 075, 000 and
it has determined to borrow the funds to pay the fore going costs by sell
ing $1, 075, 000 Student Facilities Revenue Bonds of 1969, as hereinafter
provided;
NOW, THEREFORE, BE IT RESOLVED by the Board of Trustees
of Wright State University:
Section 1. Authorization of Project Bonds - Use of Proceeds. The
Board does hereby find and determine that it is necessary to issue and sell,
and that the University shall issue and sell, the Project Bonds in the prin
cipal amount of $1, 075, 000 and having the terms provided for herein, the
proceeds to be applied as provided in Section 4 hereof. Said Bonds shall
be designated Wright State University Student Facilities Revenue Bonds of
1969, and are herein called the Project Bonds.
Section 2. Terms of Project Bonds. The Project Bonds shall be
initially issued in coupon or fully registered form as may be requested by
the Original Purchaser thereof and shall be exchangeable for fully reg
istered or coupon bonds in the manner and on the terms provided in the
Trust Agreement. The Project Bonds in coupon form shall be in the denom
ination of $5, 000 each, shall be registrable as to principal, and shall be
dated as of the first day of the month following the month in which bids for
the purchase thereof are opened in accordance with Section 3 hereof, or as
of such other date as may be deter mired by the Board. Project Bonds in
fully registered form shall be in the denomination of $5, 000 or any multiple
thereof. Project Bonds in both coupon and fully registered form shall be
numbered as determined by the Fiscal Officer. Each Project Bond in
registered form without coupons shall be dated as of the interest payment
date on which it is authenticated or the interest payment date next preceding
the date of its authentication or as of the same date as the coupon bonds if
authenticated prior to the first interest payment date; provided, however, if
at the time of authentication of a registered bond without coupons, interest
is in default, such Project Bond shall be dated as of the date to which interest
has been paid. Project Bonds shall bear interest payable semi-annually on
June first and December first of each year, beginning with the first such
date occurring at least six months after the date of the coupon bonds, at the
rate or rates, provided no rate shall exceed 63 per annum, provided in the
sale of such Bonds, and shall mature annually on December l in the years
and amounts as follows:
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Amount

Years

$10,000
15,000
20,000
25,000
30,000
35,000
40,000
45,000
50,000

1971-76
1977- 81
1982-86
1987-90
1991-93
1994-96
1997-99
2000-04
2005-08

Project Bonds maturing on and after December 1, 1980, shall be sub
ject to redemption in whole or in part on any interest payment date on and
after June 1, 1980, at redemption prices equal to the following percentages
of the principal amount redeemed, plus accrued interest to the date fixed
for redemption, to wit:
43
33
23
13
03

if
if
if
if
if

redeemed
redeemed
redeemed
redeemed
redeemed

on or before June 1, 1985
thereafter, but on or before June 1, 1990
thereat ter, but on or before June 1, 1995
thereafter, but on or before June 1, 2000
thereafter.

If less than the entire unmatured portion of the Project Bonds is called for
redemption at any time or from time to time, they shall be called in inverse
order of maturity of those outstanding; and if less than all of said bonds out
standing of one maturity are to be called, the selection of bonds or portions
of registered bonds of such maturity to be called shall be made by lot by the
Trustee in such manner as the Trustee may determine.

The principal of and interest on the Project Bonds shall be payable at
the principal corporate trust office of the Trustee hereinafter provided for
or, at the option of the holder, at the principal corporate trust office of the
paying agency of the University in the Borough of Manhattan, City and State
of New York, such paying agency initially to be the bank or trust company
selected by the Original Purchaser and approved by the Fiscal Officer of the
University; provided that the principal on registered bonds with or without
coupons, shall be payable only at the principal corporate trust office of the
Trustee and interest on fully registered bonds shall be payable by check or
draft as provided in the Trust Agreement.
The Project Bonds shall be executed by the facsimile signature of the
Chairman of the Board, shall be signed by either the President or the Fiscal
Officer of the University and attested by the Secretary of the Board, provided
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that _all but one of su~h sign_atures may be facsimile if authorized by the
law 111 effect at the time of ISsuance, and shall bear the seal of the
University or a facsimile thereof, and the interest coupons thereon
shall bear the facsimile signature of the Fiscal Officer of the University.
The Project Bonds shall have such other terms and conditions, and
shall bee xecuted and delivered, as provided in the applicable provisions
of the Trust Agyeement.
Section 3. Sale of the Project Bonds. Subject to the provisions of
Section 2 hereof, the Fiscal Officer is hereby authorized to offer the Pro
ject Bonds for sale, either by negotiation or by solicitation of proposals or
by advertisement for bids, in such manner and on such terms, not incon
sistent with this resolution, as the Fiscal Officer may determine. Prior
to the sale of the Project Bonds, the Fiscal Officer is hereby authorized to
make changes in the terms and provisions of the Project Bonds, including,
without limitation to, reduction of the principal amount of the Project Bonds
by the amount determined not to be needed and related changes in the ma
turity schedule of the Project Bonds so as to produce substantially level
annual aggregate principal and interest payments; and said officer is
authorized to offer the Project Bonds for sale on the basis of such revised
terms; provided, however, that, except as expressly authorized, such
changes shall not be substantially adverse to the University, the security
for said Bonds shall not be altered, the maximum interest rate and maximum
redemption premium shall not be increased and the provision for method of
sale of the Project Bonds shall not be altered; and said changes shall be re
ported to this Board at its next following meeting for approval, and the Bond
Resolution shall be spread on the minutes as so changed.
Sectim 4. Allocation of Proceeds of the Project Bonds - Construction
Fund - "Project Costs." The proceeds of all the Project Bonds shall be
allocated and applied by the University as follows in the following order of
priority:
(1)

To the Debt Service Fund, established pursuant to Section 5
hereof, the portion of such proceeds representing accrued
interest to the date of delivery.

(2)

To the Debt Service Reserve Fund, established pursuant to
Section 5 hereof, the portion of the proceeds representing
premium, if any, above par.
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(3)

To the University or its obligees, the amounts, if any,
necessary to retire not es issued or to repay borrowings
made or advances received or made by the University
prior to the delivery of the Project Bonds to pay the Pro
ject Costs, all to the extent permitted by Section 3345.11
of the Revised Code of Ohio.

(4)

The balance to the Student Activity Center Construction
Fund (herein called Construction Fund), hereby estab
lished for the Project, to be established as a separate
account in the books of the University and to be held by
the University in a deposit account, except when invested
as hereinafter provided, and used to pay Project Costs.
The Fiscal Officer is hereby authorized and directed to
establish and maintain said deposit account with a bank or
trust company which is a member of the Federal Deposit
Insurance Corporation.

The Fiscal Officer shall apply said Construction Fund to the payment
of Project Costs. As used in this resolution, the term "Project Costs" shall
include, without intending thereby to limit or restrict any proper definition
of such costs under any applicable laws or sound accounting practice, the
following: The costs of constructing, equipping and furnishing the Project,
including site improvements, utility connections and all things necessary or
incidental thereto, and including all costs and expenses of architectural,
engineering, legal and other professional services, administration and cler
ical costs and expense, interest accruing prior to oecupancy of the Project
(both on temporary financing and on the Project Bonds, but excluding accrued
interest paid as part of the purchase price of the said bonds), all costs and
expenses incurred in connection with the issuance, sale and delivery of the
Project Bonds and all other necessary and miscellaneous expenses related to
the financing and construction of the Project and placing it in operation and
shall include the repayment of any amounts borrowed, prior to the issuance
of the Project Bonds, l:y the University to pay Project Costs. If the payrn.ent
is to be made with respect to an obligation under a construction contract
relating tot he Project, such payment shall be made only upon certification
by a qualified architect or engineer that such payment is due under such
contract.
The Construction Fund may be deposited by the Fiscal Officer in time
deposits, or invested by the Fiscal Officer in Authorized Investments, as de
fined in Section 10 hereof, with such notice periods for withdrawal, maturi
ties or redemption provisions, and in such amounts, as nearly as practica
ble, as will provide funds when needed to pay Project Costs. Such time de
posits and investments and the proceeds of sale thereof shall constitute
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part of the Construction Fund and shall be maintained separately from
other investments or funds of the University. Interest on such time de
posits and investments may be paid to the Revenue Fund, established
pursuant to Section 5 hereof, but, if needed therefor, shall be applied
to the purposes of the Construction Fund as from time to time determined
by the Fiscal Officer of the University. The said investments shall be
sold, exchanged or collected from time to time by the Fiscal Officer of the
University.
The proceeds of the Project Bonds may, in the discretion of the
Fiscal Officer of the University, be first deposited in their entirety to the
Construction Fund, provided that within ten days after receipt the portions
thereof to be deposited to other Special Funds, as provided in paragraphs
number (1) and (2) of this Section, shall be transferred from the Construc
tion Fund to said Special Funds and the portion to be transferred or applied
as provided in paragraph number (3) above shall, at the appropriate time
or times, be so transferred or applied from the Construction Fund. Any
balance in the Construction Fund remaining after the transfers and applica
tion provided for in paragraphs (1), (2) and (3) of this Section and after pay
ing all Project Costs or reserving therein such amounts as shall be necessary
to pay the remaining Project Costs shall be returned to the University, but in
an amount not exceeding amounts which the University shall have deposited to
the Construction Fund from sources other than the proceeds of the Project
Bonds, proceeds of notes issued to pay Project Costs and Student Facilities
Fees cdlected after issuance of the Project Bonds shall be returned to the
University. Any balance thereafter remaining in the Construction Fund shall
be transferred to the credit of the Student Facilities Debt Service Reserve
Fund.
Section 5. Application of Receipts; Special Funds. There is hereby
established a special fund desig11ated "Student Facilities Revenue Fund"
(herein sometimes called the Revenue Fund), which fund shall be maintained
in a deposit account with a bank or trust company which is a member of the
Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation, or invested as herein authorized, in
the name of the University separate and distinct from all other funds of the
University, and which, subject to the withdrawals and uses herein authorized,
is pledged to and charged with the payment of the principal, interest, and
premium, if any, on all the Bonds.
From and after the issuance of the Project Bonds, all Pledged Receipts,
including Student Facilities Fees, shall be deposited in the Revenue Fund;
provided, however, that prior to completion of the Project the University may
deposit all or any part of the Student Facilities Fees to the Construction Fund
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so long as the Pledged Receipts, after such application to the Construction
Fund, shall be adequate to pay the amounts required under paragraphs
First and Second below of this Section 5.
The Revenue Fund shall be applied to pay when due the Operating
and Maintenance Expenses of the Pledged Facilities; provided, howe.rer,
that nothing contained herein or in the Trust Agreement shall be deemed
to prohibit the University of its own volition from paying such expenses, or
any portion thereof, from other funds of the University lawfully available
for the purpose.
The remainder of the Revenue Fund, after retaining therein such
amounts as may be needed for payment of said Operating and Maintenance
Expenses, shall be applied as follows and in the following order of priority.
First: Into the Student Facilities Debt Service Fund (herein some
times called the Debt Service Fund), hereby established and to be held by
the Trustee as a separate fund and used for the payment of principal and
interest on the Bonds, (1) on or before May 15th and November 15th of each
year, beginning with the first such date next preceding the first interest
payment date of the Project Bonds, amounts as shall be sufficient, with
other moneys on hand therein available for such purpose, to pay the inter
est due on the next ensuing interest payment date on all Bonds then outstand
ing; (2) on or before May 15th and November 15th of each year, beginning
May 15, 1971, such equal semi-annual amounts as shall be sufficient, with
moneys then on hand therein available for such purpose, to provide for
payment of the next ensuing serial principal maturity on the following
December 1 on all Bonds then outstanding, and if any of such Bonds shall be
term Bonds, to provide an amount annually necessary to retire (by call or
otherwise) at or before maturity thereof all term Bonds.
Second: Into the Student Facilities Debt Service Reserve Fund
(herein sometimes called the Debt Service Fund), hereby established, to
be held by the Trustee as a separate fund for the payment of the Bonds as
herein provided, on or before May 15th and Noverrb er 15th of each year,
beginning May 15, 1971, an amount at least equal to 20% of the amount pay
able on such deposit date into the Debt Service Fund, to the extent and so
long as necessary to create and maintain in said Debt Service Reserve Fund
the required reserve, namely, an amount equal to the largest Principal and
Interest Requirements in any subsequent Fiscal Year on all Bonds at the
time outstanding.
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Third: On May 15th and November 15th of each year, to the forego
ing funds, such amounts as may be necessary to make up any previous de
ficiency in any deposits required by the foregoing paragraphs of this Section.
Fourth: So long as there is no deficiency in any of the deposits pro
vided for in paragraphs First through Third above, any amounts in the
Revenue Fund, after reserving therein amounts sufficient to meet Operating
and Maintenance Expenses of the Pledged Facilities and an amount equal to
the next ensuing payment to the Debt Service Fund and Debt Service Reserve
Fund, may be used for any purpose of the University for which such funds
may be lawfully used, including without limitation improvements and extra
ordinary repairs and replacements of the Pledged Facilities.
Notwithstanding the foregoing provisions, no payments need be made
to the Debt Service Fund or the Debt Service Reserve Fund so long as the
amounts in the Debt Service Fund and Debt Service Reserve Fund aggregate
at least the total principal and interest payable on all Bonds then outstanding
to the dates of their respective maturities.
The Debt Service Fund is pledged to and shall be used by the Trustee
for the payment of principal and interest on the Bonds, and until required for
such purposes, shall be invested by the Trustee in suchAuthorized Invest
ments, as defined in Section 10 hereof, as the President or the Fiscal Officer
of the University shall direct in writing addressed to the Trustee, which
writing shall determine that the maturity, or first date of redemption at the
option of the holder, of the respective investments is not later than the date
on which such funds will be required for payment of such principal and inter
est. The Trustee shall transfer from the Debt Service Fund to the Paying
Agents amounts sufficient to enable said Paying Agents to pay when due prin
cipal and interest on the Bonds, or the Trustee shall make such credit arrange
ments with said Paying Agents as to permit such payments.
The Debt Service Reserve Fund is pledged to, and shall be used by
the Trustee for, the payment of principal and interest on the Bonds if other
available funds are insufficient for that purpose, and, to the extent herein
provided, for the purchase or redemption of Bonds. Until required for such
purpose, moneys therein shall be invested by the Trustee in such Authorized
Investments, as defined in Section 10 hereof, as the President or the Fiscal
Officer of the University shall direct in writing, which investments shall
mature, or be redeemable at the option of the holder, in not more than five
years from the date of investment. The Trustee shall transfer from the
Debt Service Reserve Fund to the Debt Service Fund such amounts as are
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necessary in addition to amounts available in the Debt Service Fund to pay
when due the principal and interest on the Bonds.
Any amounts in the Debt Service Reserve Fund in excess of the re
quired reserve provided for in paragraph Second above may be used to
purchase Bonds for cancellation or to redeem Bonds then subject to redemp
tion to the extent and in tl::e manner from time to time rEXJll!?&ed in writing bythe
President or the Fiscal Officer of the University, but subject to applicable
redemption provisions. The purchase price of Bonds purchased for cancel
lation shall not exceed their then prevailing call price, if any, nor exceed
their fair market value. In determining such excess over the required re
serve, the required reserve shall be determined on the basis of only those
Bonds to be outstanding after the redemption or purchase for cancellation
of the Bonds to be redeemed or purchased with such excess.
The Fiscal Officer may deposit amounts in the Revenue Fund in time
deposits, or invest amounts in said Fund in Authorized Investments, as de
fined in Section 10 hereof, maturing, or redeemable by the holder, in not
more than five years from the date of investment, provided that the amounts,
and notice periods for withdrawal of such time deposits, and maturities and
redemption provisions of such investments, shall always be such as to keep
available in the Revenue Fund sufficient moneys for payment of Operating
and Maintenance Expenses and for the deposits provided above at the times
needed for such purposes.
Investments, including the int erest and other earnings and proceeds
of sale thereof, of any amounts in the Debt Service Fund and the Debt Serv
ice Reserve Fund shall be added to that particular Fund and used for the
purpose of such Fund; provided, however, that income from investments of
the Debt Service Reserve Fund, up to the amount of such Fund in excess of
the required reserve therein, may at the option of the University be trans
ferred at any time to the Debt Service Fund in anticipation of interest and
principal on the Bonds to become due on future interest and principal pay
ment dates. Such transfers shall be made by the Trustee upon the written
directions of the President or Fiscal Officer of the University.
Investments of amounts in the Debt Service Fund and the Debt Serv
ice Reserve Fund shall be sold, exchanged or collected from time to time
as directed by the President or the Fiscal Officer of the University, and
the Trustee shall be under no liability and have no responsibility in connec
tion with such investment, or the sale, exchange or collection thereof, pro
vided the directions of the officer acting are followed. Investments of moneys
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in Special Funds shall be valued at their face value amount or market value,
whichever is lower.
Section 6. Additional Bonds. (a) The University shall have the right
from time to time to issue Additional Bonds to provide funds for any purposes
authorized by Section 3345. 11 of the Revised Code of Ohio. The Trustee
shall authenticate and deliver Additional Bonds under this subdivision (a) upon
(but only upon) receipt of the documents required by the Trust Agreement and
also a certificate of the President and the Fiscal Officer of the University
(1) showing that the Net Income Available for Debt Service (as defined in
Section 10 hereof) is equal to or greater than one and twenty-five one-hun
dredths (1. 25) times the largest Principal and Interest Requirements in any
succeeding Fiscal Year on all Bonds to be outstanding hereunder immediately
following the issuance of such Additional Bonds, less such requirements on
any Bonds or portion of fully registered Bonds which are to be redeemed or
retired with the proceeds of such Additional Bonds, or with the proceeds of
Additional Bonds theretofore issued, or to be redeemed or retired concur
rently with issuance of such new Additional Bonds; (2) showing that there were
not included in such Net Income Available for Debt Service any receipts
against which there is any prior claim other than the use thereof for the
Operating and Maintenance Expenses of the Pledged Facilities; and (3) fur
nishing such other information in support of the foregoing as may reasonably
be requested by the Trustee.
(b) In the case of Additional Bonds to be issued for the purpose of
refunding or funding any Bonds, prior to authentication of such Additional
Bonds there shall be furnished to the Trustee evidence satisfactory to the
Trustee (1) that provision has been made to assure that moneys sufficient to
retire the Bonds to be refunded or funded will be available in the possession
of the Trustee at the time provided for retirement thereof under the plan for
refunding or funding and are committed to such purpose, and (2) that moneys
sufficient to pay interest to accrue prior to such retirement on the Bonds (or
on portions of fully registered Bonds) to be refunded or funded have been
deposited to the Debt Service Fund, without impairment of any provision or
covenant of this resolution, and from sources other than the Revenue Fund
and other than the Debt Service Reserve Fund except to the extent of any
moneys in such Special Funds in excess of the balance required to be main
tained therein under the provisions of Section 5 hereof, the transfer of which
excess moneys for such purpose is hereby authorized, or will be deposited
to the Debt Service Fund from earnings on direct obligations of the United
States deposited with the Trustee, or will be deposited to the Debt Service
Fund from appropriate portions of the proceeds from the sale of such Addi
tional Bonds pursuant to the resolution authorizing such Bonds, or will be
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available in the Debt Service Fund from any combination of the aforesaid
sources.
(c) The resolution authorizing such Additional Bonds shall contain
such provisions as to Fund deposits and other covenants as shall be con
sistent with the terms of this resolution relating to all Bonds, shall not
permit redemption of such Additional Bonds earlier than the first redemp
tion date of Bonds then outstanding, and shall provide for deposit of the
proceeds of sale thereof in the appropriate funds in a manner satisfactory
to the Trustee to assure the use thereof for authorized purposes. Addi
tional Bonds shall have maturities, interest rates, redemption provisions,
denominations, and other provisions as provided in the resolution or reso
lutions authorizing their issuance or sale, provided, however, that such
terms and provisions shall not be inconsistent with this resolution, the
Trust Agreement or the then outstanding Bonds. Additional Bonds shall be
payable from the Debt Service Fund and other Special Funds established
by Section 5 of this resolution, as provided in this resolution, and secured
by a pledge of the Pledged Receipts on a parity with the Project Bonds and
other Additional Bonds.
Section 7. Terms of All Bonds. All Bonds shall bear such desig
nations as may be necessary to distinguish them from other series of Bonds
having different provisions. All Bonds shall be payable in lawful money of
the United States, shall be in coupon form registrable as to principal or in
fully registered form as provided in the resolution authorizing them or in
the Trust Agreement, shall be negotiable instruments and shall express on
their face the purpose for which they are issued and that they are issued
pursuant to this resolution.
The Bonds and coupons shall be executed in the manner provided in
the resolution authorizing their issuance or in the manner provided by the
law in effect at the time of their issuance. In case any officer whose sig
nature or a facsimile of whose signature shall appear on any Bonds or
Coupons shall cease to be such officer before the issuance, authentication
or delivery of such Bonds or Coupons, such signature or such facsimile
shall nevertheless be valid and sufficient for all purposes, the same as if he
had remained in office until that time.
Notice of redemption of Bonds, specifying the desig11ation and num
bers (and portions of fully registered Bonds) to be called, shall be pub
lished by the Trustee on behalf of the University once a week for two
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consecutive weeks in a financial journal of national circulation, the first
publication to be not less than thirty (30) days prior to the redemption
date. If Bonds or portions of registered Bonds are duly called for redemp
tion and if on such redemption date moneys for the redemption of all the
Bonds to be redeemed, together with interest to the redemption date, shall
be held by the Trustee or Paying Agents so as to be available therefor, then
from and after such redemption date such Bonds or portions of registered
Bonds shall cease to bear interest and any coupons for interest thereon ma
turing subsequent to the redemption date shall be void, and such Bonds or
portions of registered Bonds shall no longer be deemed to be outstanding
hereunder.
As provided herein, the Bonds shall be equally and ratably payable
from, and secured by, a pledge of the Pledged Receipts including the Stu
dent Facilities Fees after provision for the Operating and Maintenance
Expenses of the Pledged Facilities, and anything in this resolution, the
Bonds or the Trust Agreement to the contrary notwithstanding, neither this
resolution, the Bonds, nor the Trust Agreement shall be a claim against or
a lien upon any property of the State of Ohio or any property of or under the
control of the Board except the Pledged Receipts including said Student
Facilities Fees, and neither the State of Ohio nor the University shall be
obligated to pay or provide for payment thereof from any funds except such
Pledged Receipts, including said Student Facilities Fees; the Bonds are not
debts or bonded indebtedness of the State, are not general obligations of
the State or the University, neither the full faith and credit of the State nor
of the University are pledged to their payment and the Bondholders shall
have no right to have any taxes or excises levied, collected or applied for
or to the payment of principal or interest thereon; provided, however, that
nothing herein shall be deemed to prohibit the University, of its own voli
tion, from using to the extent it is lawfully authorized to do so, any of its
other resources or revenues for the fulfillment of any of the terms, con
ditions or obligations of the Trust Agreement, this resolution or any of
the Bonds.
Section 8. Covenants of the University. The University covenants
with the holders of the Bonds and with the Trustee as follows:
(a) The University will, while any of the Bonds remain outstanding,
fix and adjust the Student Facilities Fees so that the Student Facilities Fees
will, together with the other Pledged Receipts, be sufficient to pay the
Operating and Maintenance Expenses of the Pledged Facilities and provide
for the payment of the principal and interest on the Bonds and other payments
to Special Funds required by Section 5 of this resolution.
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(b) From funds lawfully available, the University will cause the
Project, and any project to be constructed from the proceeds of Additional
Bonds, to be completed and equipped in an efficient and economical man
ner with reasonable dispatch, in compliance with all applicable laws,
ordinances and regulations, and, if substantial construction is involved, in
a manner consistent with the plans and recommendations of responsible
architects or engineers.
(c) Subject to the right of abandonment under conditions provided
in the Trust Agreement desig11ed to prevent adverse effect of such abandon
ment on the expected earnings coverage of Debt Service, the University
will maintain, preserve and keep the Pledged Facilities in good repair,
working order and operating condition, or cause the same to be done, and
will apply the Pledged Receipts only as provided in Section 5 of this reso
lution and in the Trust Agreement.
(d) If requested in writing by the Trustee or Original Purchaser,
the University will furnish to the Trustee and the Original Purchaser of the
Bonds within 120 days after the close of each fiscal year an annual report
of the accounts (including each Special Fund provided for in Section 5 of
this resolution) of the Pledged Facilities prepared by a qualified accounting
firm operating generally throughout the United States, having a national
reputation and approved by the Trustee, or prepared by the State auditing
official if the same be acceptable by the Trustee or Original Purchaser
making the aforesaid request for such annual report.
(e) The University will keep proper books of record and accounts
separate from all other records and accounts, in which complete and cor
rect entries will be made of all transactions relating to the Pledged F acil
ities and will at all reasonable times permit the Trustee, the Original
Purchaser or any holder or holders of 25% of the outstanding Bonds, or
their authorized representative, to inspect the Pledged Facilities and any
books, documents and vouchers relating thereto.
(f) The University will furnish heat, light, power, water, and
other necessary services to the Pledged Facilities at not in excess of
reasonable cost.
(g) The University will insure the Pledged Facilities as required
by the Trust Agreement and apply the proceeds of such insurance as pro
vided therein.
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(h) The Un iversity will observe and perform all its agreements
and obligations provided for by the Bonds, the Trust Agreement or this
resolution.

Section 9. Trust Agreement. In order to better secure the pay
ment of the principal and interest on the Bonds, the President of the Univer
sity, and the Chairman of the Board of Trustees, or either of them, are
authorized to execute, acknowledge and deliver, as may be appropriate,
and the Secretary of the Board of Trustees and the Fiscal Officer of the
University, or either of them, are authorized to seal and attest, a trust
agreement in form appropriate for the aforesaid purposes and in terms
consistent with this resolution, subject to approval by this Board. Such
Trust Agreement shall constitute a part of this resolution as if fully set
forth herein, including the provisions for supplementation, modification,
alteration and severability contained in such Trust Agreement vJ.1 ich shall
also be applicable to this resolution, and this resolution shall comprise
part of said Trust Agreement.
Section 10. Definitions. In addition to the definitions set forth
elsewhere in this resolution, where the context permits, the following
terms as used in this resolution or in the Trust Agreement shall have the
following meanings:
(1) "Additional Bonds" shall mean Bonds issued pursuant to Sec
tion 6 of this resolution in addition to and on a parity with the Project Bonds
or any other Additional Bonds then outstanding, and "Bonds" shall mean the
Project Bonds and Additional Bonds.

(2) "Agreement" or "Trust Agreement" shall refer to the Trust
Agreement hereinbefore authorized as from time to time supplemented
pursuant to its terms.
(3) "Project Cos ts" shall have the meaning set forth in Section 4
hereof.
(4) "Pledged Facilities" shall mean the Project, and all structures,
buildings, facilities, equipment, and sites, constructed, acquired, reno
vated, repaired, remodeled or improved, in whole or in part, from the
proceeds of the sale of Additional Bonds or from the proceeds of insurance
on damaged or destroyed Pledged Facilities, and structures, buildings,
facilities, equipn1ent and sites which replace or are to replace any aban
doned Pledged Facilities if the earnirgs test provided in the Trust Agreement
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for the abandonment of such facilities, without replacement, shall not have
been met; but, in each case, excluding motor vehicle parking facilities
until and unless included as Pledged Facilities by resolution of the Board of
Trustees adopted in connection with the issuance of Additional Bonds.
(5) "Pledged Receipts" shall mean (a) the Student Facilities Fees,
(b) other revenues and receipts of the University from the operation or
leasing of the Pledged Facilities, including the operation of the dining
facilities, and that portion only of fee allocations, revenues and receipts
of the University bookstore and other departments and operations of the
University constituting the Facilities Charge, and (c) such new or addi
tional fees, charges, revenues or receipts of a recurring nature as the
University shall hereafter lawfully pledge hereunder to secure all Bonds
in connection with the issuance of Additional Bonds.
(6) "Student Facilities Fees" shall me an the fees, denominated
"Student Facilities Fees," charged or to be charged by the University to
students enrolled at the main campus of the University for the acquisition,
construction, equipment, renovation, repair, improvement or remodeling
of Pledged Facilities or for the use thereof. Said Student Facilities Fees
may be collected separately or as a specific allocation of one or more
multi-purpose fees. Such Student Facilities Fees are hereby determined
to be revenues derived or to be derived from the operation of the Pledged
Facilities.
(7) "Facilities Charge" shall mean such charge, if any, as may be
made against the University bookstore and other departments and opera
tions of the University for their use of the Pledged Facilities, which, for
purposes of paragraph (5) above, shall be deemed not to exceed the remain 
ing amount of fee allocations, revenues and receipts of such department or
operation derived from its activities conducted in connection with such use
of Pledged Facilities, and which the University can lawfully pledge to the
security of the Bonds under Section 3345. 11 of the Revised Code, after pay
ing all other costs and expenses of such activities. Any such Facilities
Charges are hereby determined to be revenues derived or to be derived
from the operation of the Pledged Facilities.
(8) "Operating and Maintenance Expenses" of the Pledged Facilities
shall mean all ordinary and usual reasonable expenditures necessary to the
operation, repair, and maintenance of the Pledged Facilities and ordinary
replacements of old, damaged, worn out, lost or destroyed equipment,
furniture and furnishings including, without limiting the generality of the
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foregoing, taxes, fees, and expenses of the Trustee and paying agents and
any expenses required to be paid by this resolution or the Trust Agreement,
and administrative expenses of the Pledged Facilities including a reasonable
portion of the general administrative expenses of the University properly
allocable to the Pledged Facilities under sound accounting practices; but
excluding (i) provisions or expenditure for depreciation or extraordinary
capital replacements, (ii) those expenses of the University bookstore and
other departments and operations of the University which are to be pro
vided for from the fee allocations, revenues and receipts from the activities
thereof conducted in connection with their use of the Pledged Facilities be
fore payment of any Facilities Charge as provided in paragraph (7) above,
(iii) the Facilities Charges, if any, and (iv) payments to the Debt Service
Fund and Debt Service Reserve Fund.
(9) "Net Income Available for Debt Service" shall mean (a) the
Pledged Receipts less the Operating and Maintenance Expenses of the Pledged
Facilities during the preceding Fiscal Year as adjusted to reflect the sched
ule of fees, rates and charges which, by action of the Board, were placed in
effect since the beginning of said preceding Fiscal Year or are to become
effective at the beginning of the next semester, quarter or other school period,
to reflect any new fees, charges, revenues or receipts of a recurring na
ture in the net amount received in the preceding Fiscal Year and lawfully
pledged by the Board for inclusion with other Pledged Receipts, to give recog
nition to anticipated changes in Operating and Maintenance Expenses of the
Pledged Facilities, and to eliminate net income from any Pledged Facilities
as to which estimated income is included under clauses (b) or (c) of this
paragraph (9); plus (b) the estimated annual net Pledged Receipts applicable
to any Pledged Facilities which are then under construction or for which a
full Fiscal Year's operating experience is not available; plus (c) the esti
mated annual net Pledged Receipts applicable to any Pledged Facilities the
cost of which is to be financed in whole or in part by the sale of the Addi
tional Bonds for which the calculation of Net Income Available for Debt
Service is then being made. Any estimate of receipts from new or increased
student fees shall be based on enrollment during the preceding Fiscal Year.
The "estimated annual net Pledged Receipts applicable to any Pledged F acil
ities" as used in this paragraph (9) means the estimated annual Pledged Re
ceipts, exclusive of the Student Facilities Fees, applicable to such Pledged
Facilities, less the estimated annual Operating and Maintenance Expenses
allocable thereto, in the first full Fiscal Year of operation thereof, and, if
such be the case, shall be applied as a negative figure in making the com
putation under this paragraph (9).
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(10) "Principal and Interest Requirements" shall rn.ean (i) the amount
required in each Fiscal Year for paying the principal of and the interest on
all Bonds at the time outstanding which shall become due and payable in such
Fiscal Year, excepting the principal payment due in any Fiscal Year on
term Bonds for which provision has been made for deposits into the Debt
Service Fund, and (ii) the amounts required to be deposited in the same Fis
cal Year in the Debt Service Fund on account of the principal of such term
Bonds.
(11) "Special Funds" shall mean the Revenue Fund, the Debt Serv
ice Fund, the Debt Service Reserve Fund, and the Construction Fund pro
vided for in this resolution.
(12) "Trustee" refers to the Trustee under the Trust Agreement.
(13) "Original Purchaser" shall mean the original purchaser of the
Project Bonds and additionally, where the term is used in connection with
all Bonds, the original purchasers of Additional Bonds.
(14) "Paying Agents" shall mean the banks or trust companies desig
nated as the paying agencies for the Bonds pursuant to the resolutions author
izing the issuance or sale thereof and their successors designated pursuant
to the Trust Agreement, and shall also mean the Trustee where the context
admits.
(15) "Fiscal Year" shall mean the twelve-month period ending on
June 30 of each year or such other fiscal year as the University may here
after adopt for keeping of books and accounts and for the financing reports
required hereby.
(16) "Fiscal Officer" shall mean the Business Manager or the Trea
surer of the University.
(17) "Authorized Investments," as used with respect to investment
of amounts in the Debt Service Fund and the Debt Service Reserve Fund,
shall mean direct obligations of the United States and obligations guaranteed
as to both principal and interest by the United States, and, as used with re
spect to investment of amounts in Construction Fund and the Revenue Fund,
shall mean the obligations heretofore described in this paragraph (17) and,
in addition, obligations of agencies and instrumentalities of the United
States and certificates of deposit issued by banks or trust companies or
ganized under the laws of the United States or any state thereof which have
a combined capital and surplus of at least $10, 000, 000.
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Any reference to an officer of the University or Board in this reso
lution shall refer to the person holding such office or, in the event of
resignation, absence, incapacity, vacancy in such office, transfer of
function or change of title of the office, then the person performing the
duties or most of the duties of such office.
Any reference to Section 3345. 11 of the Revised Code of Ohio shall
mean said section as it now exists and as it is from time to time amended,
supplemented or affected by later legislation, and shall include any pro
vision enacted in substitution therefor, provided that the obligation of the
University to pay, from the Pledged Receipts as herein provided, the
principal of and interest on the Bonds and the other payments and deposits
as provided herein shall not thereby be impaired.
Section 11. General. The appropriate officers of the University
and the Board, and each of them, the architects and engineers employed by
the University, and the Trustee and the Paying Agents, are authorized and
directed to do all things necessary or proper to carry out the terms and
provisions of this resolution, and the Trust Agreement, and to effect the
execution, sale, and delivery of said Project Bonds in accordance therewith.
The obligations imposed upon the University under this resolution or the
Trust Agreement are established as duties specifically enjoined upon the
University, the Board and the officials of the University by law and result
ing from their respective offices, trusts or stations within the meaning of
Section 2731. 01 of the Revised Code of Ohio.

The resolution was seconded by Mr. Jeffrey. The Trustees voted
as follows:
Mr. Cox
Dr. Hardy
Mr. Jeffrey
Dr. Keto
Rev. Lucas
Mr. Oelman

Yea
Yea
Yea
Yea
Yea
Yea

The Secretary reported six Yeas, no Nays. The Chairman declared
the resolution adopted.
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Dr. Hardy moved the adoption of the following resolution:
RESOLUTION 68-39
RESOLUTION providing for the issuance and award
of $1, 075, 000 Wright State University Student Facili 
ties Revenue Notes, Series 1968, for the purpose of
paying the cost of constructing and equipping a student
activity center, bookstore and dining facilities.
WHEREAS, the Board of Trustees of Wright State University (here
in called the "Board") is vested with the government of Wright State
University (herein called the "University" and, when the context admits,
collectively with the Board called the "University") by Chapter 3352 of
the Revised Code of Ohio; and
WHEREAS, the Board has and does hereby determine and confirm
that it is necessary to construct, equip and remodel buildings and facili
ties to be used for and in connection with a student activity center, book
store and dining halls within the campus of the University (the said
buildings and facilities, together with all facilities incidental or related
thereto, called the "Project") , the cost of which is presently estimated
to be $1, 075, 000; and
WHEREAS, the University proposes to borrow funds to pay the
costs of constructing and equipping the Project, and for such purpose,
to i.ss ue its Student Facilities Revenue Bonds of 1969 (herein called the
"Project Bonds") in the principal amount of $1, 075, 000 pursuant to
Section 3345. 11 of the Revised Code of Ohio and to the Resolution of the
Board duly adopted this day authorizing said Project Bonds (which Re
solution, as the same may be amended, supplemented or superseded,
is herein called the "Bond Resolution"); and
WHEREAS, the Board does hereby determine and confirm that it
is necessary to issue notes in the principal amount of $1, 075, 000 to pay
the costs of the Project and thereby provide interim construction financing
prior to the issuance and delivery of the Project Bonds; and
WHEREAS, The Winters National Bank and Trust Company, Dayton,
Ohio (herein called the "Original Purchaser") has submitted a proposal
for the purchase of said notes in the principal amount of $1, 075, 000 at
par and at an interest rate of 3. 753 per annum;
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NOW, THEREFORE, BE IT RESOLVED by the Board of Trustees
of Wright State University, that:
Section 1. It is hereby determined and declared that it is necessary
to construct and equip the Project and to issue, and that there shall be
issued, pursuant to Section 3345.11 of the Revised Code of Ohio, Wright
State University Student Facilities Revenue Notes, Series 1968 in the
aggregate principal amount of $1, 075, 000 for the purpose of paying the
costs of constructing and equipping the Project authorized to be paid
from the Construction Fund pursuant to the Bond Resolution.
Section 2. Said notes shall be designated "Student Facilities
Revenue Notes, Series 1968", shall be dated February 25, 1968 and
shall mature August 25, 1969, with provision for prepayment at par
plus accrued interest. Said notes shall bear interest, payable semi
annually or upon prepayment of principal, at the rate of 3. 753 per annum,
shall be in the denominations of $25, 000 or any multiple thereof, as re 
quested by the Original Purchaser, provided that the entire issue may be
represented by a single note if so requested, shall be numbered as de
termined by the Business Manager, and shall be executed by the President
and by the Business Manager of the University, provided that one of such
signatures may be a facsimile signature. Said notes shall be substantially
in the form attached hereto as Exhibit A, the terms and covenants of which
are incorporated herein, with such modifications therein, not substant i
ally adverse to the University, as the officers executing same and the
Original Purchaser may agree upon.
Section 3. The principal of and interest on said notes shall be
payable solely from (a) the "Pledged Receipts" after providing only for
the "Operating and Maintenance Expenses", if any, of the "Pledged Facili 
ties" as such terms are defined in the Bond Resolution, subject to the
pledge thereof to the Project Bonds upon the issuance of said Bonds, and
(b) the proceeds of the sale of revenue bonds or notes issued pursuant to
Section 3345. 11 of the Revised Code of Ohio to refund the notes authorized
hereby; provided that neither the State of Ohio nor the University or its
Board shall be obligated to pay the principal of or interest on such notes
from any other funds or source, nor shall such notes be a claim upon or
lien against any property of the State of Ohio or any property of or under
the control of the University or the Board except the Pledged Receipts,
and said notes are not debts or bonded indebtedness of the State, are not
general obligations of the State or the University, and the full faith and
credit thereof are not pledged thereto and the noteholders shall have no
right to have any taxes or excises levied, collected or applied for or to
the payment thereof.
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Section 4. The notes are hereby awarded, at par and under the
terms and at the rate of interest aforesaid, to The Winters National
Bank and Trust Company, Dayton, Ohio, in accordance with its offer to
purchase, and the Business Manager is authorized and directed to do all
things necessary for the delivery of said notes in accordance with said
award and this Resolution.
Section 5. The proceeds from the sale of the notes shall be applied
promptly, to the extent necessary, to repay the loans and advances made
for the Project, represented by $950, 000 Student Center Note of 1966, dated
August 25, 1966 and the $125, 000 Student Center Note of 1967, dated June 17,
1967, and any balance of such proceeds shall be credited to the Construction
Fund to be established pursuant to the Bond Resolution and shall be deposit
ed, invested and applied to payment of costs of the Project as provided there
in for moneys credited to said Construction Fund.

EXHIBIT A

UNITED

STATES

OF

AMERICA

STATE OF OHIO
WRIGHT STATE UNIVERSITY
STUDENT FACILITIES REVENUE NOTE, SERIES 1968

$______

No.

KNOW ALL MEN BY THESE PRESENTS that Wright State University
and its Board of Trustees (herein collectively called the "University"), for
value received, hereby promise to pay, solely from the sources herein 
after set forth, to The Winters National Bank and Trust Company, Dayton,
Ohio, or order, the principal sum of
DOLLARS
on the 25th day of August, 1969, provided that the University reserves the
right to make prepayment at any time without penalty or premium, and to
pay, solely from said sources, interest thereon from the date hereof at the
rate of__
ercent (_____%)per annum
until payment of such principal sum has been made or provided for, such
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interest to maturity or until prepayment of the principal hereof being
payable semi-annually on the 25th day of August and February here
after and at the maturity hereof or upon prepayment of the principal
hereof. The interest on this note and the principal hereof are payable
solely from (a) the "Pledged Receipts", after providing for "Operating
and Maintenance Expenses", if any, of the "Pledged Facilities", as
such terms are defined in the Resolution authorizing the Student Facili
ties Revenue Bonds of 1969 of the University (herein called the "Project
Bonds") duly adopted by said Board of Trustees on February 13, 1968,
subject to the pledge thereof to said Project Bonds upon the issuance of
said Bonds, and (b) the proceeds of the sale of revenue bonds or of notes
issued pursuant to Section 3345. 11 of the Revised Code of Ohio to refund
this note; and neither the State of Ohio nor the University or its Board
of Trustees is obligated to pay the same from any other funds or source,
nor shall this note be a claim against or lien upon any property of the
State, or any property of or under the control of the University or Board
except the Pledged Receipts, and this note, as to both principal and
interest is not a debt or bonded indebtedness of the State, is not a general
obligation of the State or the University, and the full faith and credit
thereof are not pledged thereto and the noteholders shall have no right to
have any taxes or excises levied, collected or applied for or to the pay
ment hereof.
The interest on this note and the principal hereof are payable in
lawful money of the United States of America at the principal office of
The Winters National Bank and Trust Company. The principal is payable
upon presentation and surrender of this note and interest is payable upon
presentation of this note for notation of such payment thereon.
This note is issued for the purpose of paying the cost of construct
ing, equipping and remodeling buildings and facilities to be used for and
in connection with a student activity center, bookstore and dining halls
within the campus of the University, under authority of, pursuant to and
in full compliance with the general laws of the State of Ohio, particularly
Section 3345. 11 of the Revised Code of Ohio, and pursuant to a Resolution
of the Board of Trustees of said University duly adopted on the 13th day
of February, 1968.
In consideration of the loan evidenced by this note, the University
and its Board covenant and agree that they will do all things necessary to
effect the issuance of and delivery, prior to the maturity of this note, of
revenue bonds or notes for the refunding of this note, pursuant to Section
3345.11 of the Revised Code of Ohio, in such principal amount as shall be
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necessary to pay the principal of and interest on this note, that they will
do all things necessary to sell such bonds or notes at the time provided
above and will accept such price and such interest rate as shall be neces 
sary in order to effect such sale, and these obligations are established as
duties specifically enjoined by law upon the University and its officers,
and result from their respective offices, trusts or stations within the
meaning of Section 2731. 01 of the Revised Code of Ohio.
This note is executed on behalf of said Board of Trustees of Wright
State University solely in their capacity as such Trustees and shall not
constitute their personal obligations, either jointly or severally, in their
individual capacities.
AND IT IS HEREBY CERTIFIED AND RECITED that all acts, conditions
and things required by the Constitution and laws of the State of Ohio to
happen, exist and be performed precedent to and in the issuance of this note,
in order to make it a legal, valid and binding obligation of said University
and its Board of Trustees, have happened, exist and been performed as so
required.
IN WITNESS WHEREOF, Wright State University and its Board of
Trustees, jointly and severally, have caused this note to be executed by
the President and by the Business Manager of the University as of the _ _
day of
, 1968.
WRIGHT STATE UNIVERSITY
and
THE BOARD OF TRUSTEES OF
WRIGHT STATE UNIVERSITY

Business Manager of the University
Interest
Payment Date

Amount
Paid

August 25, 1968
February 25, 1969
August 25, 1969
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Payment
Acknowledged

Dr. Keto seconded the Resolution.
The Trustees voted as follows:
Mr. Cox
Dr. Hardy
Mr. Jeffrey
Dr. Keto
Reverend Lucas
Mr. Oelman

Yea
Yea
Yea
Yea
Yea
Yea

The Secretary reported six Yeas, no Nays. The Chairman
declared the Resolution adopted.
Mr. Jeffrey moved the adoption of the following resolution:
RESOLUTION 68 -40
Providing for the charge and collection of
Student Facilities Fees to be pledged to
secure the proposed Student Facilities
Revenue Bonds of 1969 of Wright State
University, and other matters related
thereto.
WHEREAS, this Board of Trustees has this day adopted a resolu
tion (which resolution, as the same may be amended, supplemented or
superseded prior to delivery of the hereinafter mentioned Bonds, is here
in called 11 Bond Resolution") authorizing the issuance of Student Facilities
Revenue Bonds of 1969 of the University (herein called "Project Bonds"),
and providing for the issuance of Additional Bonds on a parity therewith
(said Project Bonds and Additional Bonds being herein collectively called
the "Bonds 11 ); and
WHEREAS, pursuant to the Bond Resolution the University covenants
that while any of the Bonds remain outstanding the University will fix and
adjust so that the Student Facilities Fees will, together with other Pledged
Receipts, be sufficient to pay the Operating and Maintenance Expenses of
the Pledged Facilities and provide for the payment of principal and interest
on the Bonds and other payments to Special Funds required by Section 5 of
the Bond Resolution; and
WHEREAS, the terms "Pledged Facilities 11 , "Student Facilities Fees 11 ,
"Facilities Charge", "Pledged Receipts", "Operating and Maintenance
Expenses", "Special Funds 11 , 11 Revenue Fund 11 , 11 Construction Fund 11 , "Pro
ject11 and "Project Costs'' shall have the same meanings as used herein as
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are prescribed for them in the Bond Resolution; and
WHEREAS, Section 5 of the Bond Resolution provides that from
and after the issuance of the Project Bonds all Pledged Receipts, in
cluding Student Facilities Fees, shall be deposited in the Revenue Fund,
provided that prior to completion of the Project all or part of the Student
Facilities Fees may be deposited to the Construction Fund for the Project,
so long as the Pledged Receipts, after such application to the Construction
Fund, shall be adequate to pay the amounts required under paragraphs
First and Second of Section 5 of the Bond Resolution; and
WHEREAS, there has previously been charged to students enrolled
at the University a Student Services Fee, effective with the first trimester
of the 1966-1967 school year, of $8 per regular trimester of the academic
year for full -time students, and specified proportionate amounts for part
time students and for the spring and summer terms of the third trimester;
and
WHEREAS, this Board desires to make provision with respect to
said Student Facilities Fees and Pledged Receipts consistent with the
Bond Resolution and Section 3345. 11, Revised Code, and does hereby
determine that the provisions of this Resolution are consistent therewith
and that the Student Facilities Fees herein provided for will be sufficient
to satisfy the covenants of the University set forth in the Bond Resolution
and the requirements of Revised Code Section 3345. 11; and
WHEREAS, effective with the fall quarter of the academic year
1968-1969, the University shall conduct four terms of approximately
equal length during each academic year and that the summer term may
be divided into two equal parts;
NOW,THEREFORE, BE IT RESOLVED by the Board of Trustees
of Wright State University, that:
Section l. Student Facilities Fees.
Commencing with the first
quarter term of the 1968-1969 academic year, there shall be charged
and collected Student Facilities Fees in the amount of $6 per quarter of
the regular academic year payable by each full-time student and a
proportionate amount as determined by the President, upon recommenda
tion of the Business Manager, payable by each part -time student and each
full-time and part-time summer quarter student, for the construction,
acquisition, equipment, renovation, repair, improvement, remodeling
and use of the Pledged Facilities. Until further direction of the Board,
said Student Facilities Fees may be billed and collected under the title
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of and as part of the Student Services Fee but is hereby specifically
allocated to and shall be immediately earmarked for the purposes and
applied as herein provided.
Section 2. Application of Student Facilities Fees. The Student
Facilities Fees and the Student Services Fee charged and collected
prior to the fall quarter of 1968, are hereby appropriated to the pur 
poses herein stated. Until completion of the Project, the Treasurer of
the University is authorized to deposit to the Construction Fund for the
Project such portion of the receipts from the Student Facilities Fees and
the Student Service Fees collected prior to the fall quarter of 19 68, as
may be needed to pay Project Costs, provided that the Pledged Receipts,
after such application to the Construction Fund, shall be adequate to pay
the amounts required under paragraphs First and Second of Section 5 of
the Bond Resolution. Student Facilities Fees and said Student Service
Fees collected prior to the fall quarter of 1968, received prior to the
issuance of the Project Bonds and not needed to pay Project Costs shall be
applied to the payment of interim financing notes issued to pay Project
Costs to the extent needed therefor, and otherwise shall be deposited to
the Revenue Fund established under the Bond Resolution.
Section 3. Other Pledged Receipts.
Pursuant to the Bond Resolu
tion, and this Resolution, the President of the University, upon recom
mendation of the Business Manager, shall from time to time fix and adjust
all Facilities Charges for the use of the Pledged Facilities by the University
bookstore and other departments and operations of the University, as he
may determine, consistent with the provisions and covenants of the Uni
versity in the Bond Resolution, which Facilities Charges are hereby
appropriated and shall be applied as provided for Pledged Receipts under
the Bond Resolution.
Section 4. Plans, Contracts, Project Completion, Financing. This
Board of Trustees approves the plans and specifications and estimates of
construction costs for the Project; and the President, Business Manager and
Treasurer of the University are each hereby authorized to do all things
necessary and incidental to the execution, implernentation and performance
of construction contracts for the Project entered into by and upon the recom 
mendation of the Director of Public Works of Ohio, to do all things necessary
and incidental to the acquisition of equipment and furnishings for the project
and the placing of the Project in operation, and to take any and all actions
necessary or appropriate for the interim financing of the Project and to
effect the sale of the Project Bonds.
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Section 5. Bank Accounts. The Board of Trustees and the
University hereby establishes such special bank accounts as may be

required by the Bond Resolution and by any interim financing arrange
ment in connection with the Project, and the President or the Business
Manager is authorized to arrange for such accounts in such banks as
the officer acting may determine and the Secretary of the Board is
authorized to include in the minutes as hereby adopted any standard
forms of bank resolutions required in connection with effecting the
foregoing.
Mr. Cox seconded the resolution.
The Trustees voted as follows:
Mr. Cox
Dr. Hardy
Mr. Jeffrey
Dr. Keto
Reverend Lucas
Mr. Oelman

Yea
Yea
Yea
Yea
Yea
Yea

The Secretary reported six Yeas, no Nays. The Chairman
declared the resolution adopted.
Mr. Jeffrey moved the adoption of the following Certificate to
be signed by the Business Manager and Treasurer:
Certificate as to Construction Costs, Funds,
Student Facilities Fees, Pledged Receipts and
Operating and Maintenance Expenses, Debt
Service Requirements and Property.
I, FREDERICK A. WHITE, being the duly appointed, qualified
and acting Business Manager and Treasurer of Wright State University
(herein called the "University") do hereby certify with respect to the
"Project" described in the resolution providing for the issuance of
Wright State University Student Facilities Revenue Bonds of 1969 and
in the resolution providing for the issuance and award of Wright State
University Student Facilities Revenue Notes, Series 1968, both

adopted February 13, 1968 by the Board of Trustees of Wright State
University (herein called, respectively, the !!Bond Resolution and the
!!Note Resolution"), as follows:
If
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1. The estimate of Project Costs as defined in the Bond Resolu
tion, and of costs of the Project as referred to in the Note Resolution,
based upon construction contracts and estimates of other costs provided
by the University's consulting architects, is $1, 075, 000. The funds for
the payment of said costs are to be derived from the proceeds of the
bonds authorized by the Bond Resolution, and interim financing notes
authorized by the Note Resolution. In addition, Student Facilities Fees
established by The Ohio State University Board of Trustees for the Wright
State Campus and Student Services Fees established by the Board of
Trustees of the University collected prior to fall quarter term of the
academic year 1968-1969 (collection for the academic year commencing
September 1967 estimated at $64, 443. 00) and the Student Facilities Fees
to be charged and collected, commencing the fall quarter of academic
year 1968-1969, and received prior to the issuance of the Student Facili
ties Revenue Bonds of 1969 may be applied to pay costs of the Project
under the terms of the Resolution providing for the charge and collection
of Student Facilities Fees adopted by the Board of Trustees of Wright
State University on February 13, 1968.

2. The estimated annual Pledged Receipts, the estimated annual
Operating and Maintenance Expenses of the Project, the estimated
annual Net Income Available for Debt Service, and the estimated largest
Principal and Interest Requirements in any Fiscal Year, as such terms
are defined in the Bond Resolution, are as set forth in Schedule A attached
hereto.
3. The debt service on the Student Facilities Revenue Bonds of
1969, based on an assumed interest rate of 5 1/23 per annum, is as
shown in Schedule B attached hereto.
4. I am familiar with the factors relevant to the foregoing esti
mates, including student enrollment, and, based upon those factors,
the foregoing estimates are, in my best judgment, reasonable.
5. The Pledged Receipts, including the Student Facilities Fees,
as such terms are defined in the Bond Resolution, have not been and
are not pledged or encumbered except as provided in the Bond Resolu 
ti.on and the Note Resolution.
6. No default in the payment of principal of and interest on any
bonds of the University or in meeting any of the obligations of the
University in respect thereto has occurred.
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7. All necessary authorizations, permits, licenses, certi 
ficates and approvals of any political authority having jurisdiction
for the construction, equipment, operation and maintenance of the
aforesaid Project have been or will timely be obtained.
8. There has been no conveyance of or encumbrance placed
upon the premises upon which the Project is to be constructed since
the date of the Title Certificate of Frederick Young pertaining thereto,
which certificate is contained in the within transcript, and no action
has been taken by the General Assembly of the State of Ohto or by the
Board of Trustees of the University authorizing any conveyance of or
encumbrance upon all or any part of said premises.
IN WITNESS WHEREOF, I have hereunto set my hand this 13th
day of February, 1968.

Business Manager and Treasurer
Wright State University
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Schedule A

1.

Estimated Annual Pledged Receipts
(a)

Student Facilities Fees*

$87,000

(b)

Gross Receipts from dining
operations in Pledged Facilities

$20,000

Facilities Charge**

$44,000

(c)

2.

Total Estimated Annual Pledged Receipts

3. Estimated Annual Operating and Maintenance
Expenses

$ 54,240

4. Estimated Annual Net Income Available for
Debt Service

$ 96,760

5. Estimated Highest Annual Principal and
Interest Requirement
(1982 - see Schedule B)

6.

*

**

$151,000

$ 71,700

Debt Service Coverage

Based on Student Facilities Fees established by resolution of
the Board of Trustees adopted February 13, 1968, and esti 
mated enrollment for the four quarters commencing with the
fall 197 0 quarter.
Based on estimated charges to be made against the operations
of the bookstore and other departments or groups of or at the
University for their use of the Pledged Facilities, such charge
being not in excess of the remaining amount of revenues and
receipts of such bookstore and other department operations
derived from their activities conducted in connection with their
use of the Pledged Facilities after paying all other costs and
expenses of such activities.
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134.9

3

Schedule B
WRIGHT STATE UNIVERSITY
STUDENT FACILITIES REVENUE BONDS
of 1969
INTEREST 5-1/23
Year

Principal

Interest

1969
1970
1971
1972
1973
1974
1975
1976
1977
1978
1979
1980
1981
1982
1983
1984
1985
1986
1987
1988
1989
1990
1991
1992
1993
1994
1995
1996
1997
1998
1999
2000
2001
2003
2004
2004
2005
2006
2007
2008

$

-0
-0
10,000
10,000
10,000
10,000
10,000
10,000
15,000
15,000
15,000
15,000
15,000
20,000
20,000
20,000
20,000
20,000
25,000
25,000
25,000
25,000
30,000
30,000
30,000
35,000
35,000
35,000
40,000
40,000
40,000
45,000
45,000
45,000
45,000
45,000
50,000
50,000
50,000
50,000

$ -0
59' 125
59' 125
58,575
58,025
57,475
56,925
56,375
55,825
55,000
54,175
53, 350
52,525
51, 700
50,600
49' 500
48,400
47,305
46,200
44,825
43,450
42,075
40,700
39,050
37,400
35,750
33,825
31,900
29,975
27,775
25,575
23,375
20,900
18,425
15,950
13,475
11,000
8,250
5,500
2,750

Total Principal
and Interest

$ -0
59' 125
69,125
68,575
68,025
67,475
66,925
66, 375
70, 825
70,000
69,175
68,350
67,525
71, 700
70,600
69,500
68,400
67,305
71,200
69,825
68,450
67' 075
70,700
69,050
67,400
70, 750
68,825
66,900
69,975
67,775
65,575
68,375
65,900
63,425
60,950
58,475
61,000
58,250
55' 500
52,750

Bonds
Outstanding

$1,075,000
1, 075' 000
1,065,000
1,055,000
l,045,000
1,035,000
1,025,000
1,015,000
1,000,000
985,000
970,000
955,000
940,000
920,000
900,000
880,000
860,000
840,000
815,000
790,000
765,000
740,000
710,000
680,000
650,000
615,000
580,000
545,000
505,000
465,000
425,000
380,000
335,000
290,000
245,000
200,000
150,000
100,000
50,000
-0

The motion was seconded by Dr. Keto and unanimously adopted.
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I.

Construction Easements.

Dr. Golding recommended the adoption of a resolution autho
rizing the Business Manager to make arrangements for the grant
ing of construction easements to the company planning to construct
off-campus housing for the University.
Dr. Keto moved the adoption of the following resolution:
RESOLUTION 68-41
BE IT RESOLVED that it is the intent of this University
to cooperate, at no cost to the State of Ohio or the University,
with the Vir- Mar Realty Company of Dayton, Ohio, its assigns
or successors, to the end that such Company will be able to
construct and operate residence facilities for the use of stu
dents and employees and others in the 20 acre wooded area
adjacent to the campus West from Allyn Hall, and be it fur
ther
RESOLVED that pursuant to such intent the Business
Manager, under direction of the President, is hereby directed
to make application to the Ohio Department of Public Works to
prepare construction easements which would, after official
approvals pursuant to law, allow such Company to install
sewer and water lines across certain University lands, which
lines shall become properties of the University, and be it
further
RESOLVED that the President present such project and
proposed easements to this Board for its consideration at the
earliest possible time.
The motion was seconded by Dr. Hardy and unanimously
adopted.

J.

Investment Policy.

Dr. Golding recommended the adoption of a resolution autho
rizing the Business Manager to invest excess funds of the Univer
sity as is permitted by 1aw.
Mr. Jeffrey moved as follows:
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RESOLUTION 68-42
BE IT RESOLVED that the Business Manager, acting under
the direction of the President and with the approval of the Board
of Trustees, may invest funds held by the University in accord
ance with the appropriate provisions of the Ohio Revised Code.
The motion was seconded by Rev. Lucas and unanimously
adopted.
K.

Student Health Questionnaire.

Dr. Golding recommended the adoption of a resolution re
quiring that each student applying for admission to the Univer
sity have a medical examination conducted and submit a report
of that examination prior to admission.
Mr. Oelman asked if the health questionnaire would be used
to deny admission to any student. Dr. Golding replied that the
primary use of the questionnaire was to provide a health record
of each student for use in providing health services.

Dr. Keto requested a report on the status of the University
Health Center. Dr. Golding replied that the University employs
one nurse and a clerical worker, who operate a clinic.
Dr. Keto moved the adoption of the following resolution:
RESOLUTION 68-43
BE IT RESOLVED that each student hereafter applying for
admission to Wright State University for the first time shall
have a medical examination conducted by a licensed physician,
and shall submit a report of that medical examination on a form
provided by the University, together with his application for ad
mission.
The motion was seconded by Mr. Cox and unanimously adopted.
L.

Current Budget Problems.

Dr. Golding directed the attention of the Board to the reduc
tion of $211, 000 in the appropriation for the current year, and
the effect of that reduction on University operations. Dr. Gold
ing distributed to the Board members copies of a letter he had
sent to Dr. Millett, Chancellor of the Board of Regents, suggest
ing remedial legislation.
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VII.

OLD BUSINESS
A.

Transfer of Funds.

Dr. Keto inquired about the status of the transfer of funds from
Miami and Ohio State Universities to Wright State. Mr. White re
plied that the auditing process is now under way to determine the
precise amounts which should be transferred.
B.

Accreditation.

Dr. Hardy inquired about accreditation of the University.
Dr. Golding replied that the North Central Association has sched
uled an inspection of the University shortly, and that the accredita
tion process was proceeding at an acceptable rate.
C.

Honor Societies.

Rev. Lucas inquired about the establishment of honor societies,
such as Phi Beta Kappa, at the University. Dr. Golding replied that,
while the establishment of such organizations was desirable, the
societies tend to wait until a university has gained maturity before
granting charters to chapters.
VIII.

NEW BUSINESS
A.

Degrees to be Offered.

Dr. Golding recommended the adoption of a resolution estab
lishing the degrees which the University is authorized to grant to
candidates fulfilling the academic requirements.
Rev. Lucas moved the adoption of the following resolution:
RESOLUTION 68- 44
BE J'IJigwSQL V~j)~ tl1at the following degree? are avaiJableto
those students who complete all appropriate academic requiremeiits
and qualifications of Wright State University:
Bachelor
Bachelor
Bachelor
Bachelor

of
of
of
of

Arts
Fine Arts
Music
Science
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Bachelor of Science in Business Administration
Bachelor of Science in Education
Bachelor of Science in Engineering Physics
Bachelor of Science in Systems Engineering
Master of Arts
Master of Business Administration
Master of Education
Master of Science
The motion was seconded by Mr. Cox and unanimously
adopted.
B.

Insurance Benefits for Classified Personnel.

Dr. Golding recommended that the Board authorize the Business
Manager to enter into a contract for providing major medical, life,
and accidental death and dismemberment insurance for classified
employees of the University.
Mr. Cox moved the adoption of the following resolution:
RESOLUTION 68-45
BE IT RESOLVED that, at the expense of the University, all
classified employees shall receive major medical insurance pursu
ant to a contract to be entered into by the Business Manager with
the approval of the President, at the recommendation of Carlin- Black
Company; and be it further
RESOLVED that, at the expense of the University, all classified
employees shall receive life and accidental death and dismember
ment insurance pursuant to a contract to be entered into by the
Business Manager with the approval of the President, at the recom
mendation of Carlin-Black Company; and be it further
RESOLVED that such contracts shall become effective on
April l, 1968, or as soon thereafter as possible, and are subject
to ratification by this Board of Trustees.
The motion was seconded by Dr. Keto and unanimously adopted.
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C.

Executive Offices.

Dr. Golding noted that $10, 000 in planning funds has been re
leased by the Controlling Board for the new executive offices, and
recommended that the Board authorize the Business Manager to
proceed by submitting the plans to the State Architect.
Mr. Jeffrey so moved.
The motion was seconded by Mr. Cox and unanimously adopted.
D.

Presidential Inauguration.

Mr. Oelman noted the importance of conducting an inauguration
for Dr. Golding. Without objection, he appointed Dr. Hardy as
Chairman of a Committee of the Board to prepare and plan for ap
propriate inauguration ceremonies.
E.

Next Meeting.

The date of the next meeting was tentatively set for March 21,
1968, 10:30 A. M.
IX.

ADJOURNMENT
The meeting was adjourned at 3:10 P. M.

ATTEST:

~~4_).d L
~
1
Secretary
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